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Modals – ‘must’ and ‘mustn’t’ – ANSWERS  
We can use must and mustn’t to talk about rules and obligations.  
 
 

 

 

1. True or false?  

Read and circle true or false for these sentences.  

  

a. There are lots of rules at his school.  true false 

b. It’s not OK to be late. true false 

c. It’s necessary to listen to the teachers. true false 

d. It’s not OK to use your phone in class. true false 

e. It’s not necessary to do your homework. true false 

 
 

 

 

2. Choose the answer!  

Read the sentence. Circle the correct answer.  

a. You must                                       attention at school.     to pay / pay / paying 

b. You must                                       quiet in the library.     be / to be / is 

c. You mustn’t                                       across the road.     running / run / ran 

d. We                                       shout in class.     mustn’t to / must no / mustn’t 

e. She                                       help her brother with his homework.     must to / must / musts 

f. You must                                       after your pets.     looking / to look / look 

g. We mustn’t                                       a mess when we paint!     to make / made / make 

h. He                                       keep his bedroom tidy.     must / must to / musts 

There are lots of rules at my school. You must be on time and you 
must listen to the teachers. You mustn’t use your phone in class 
and you mustn’t run in the corridors. You must do your homework 
and you mustn’t copy! 
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3. Make it right!  

Children find the mistake in each sentence and correct it. Possible answers 
(children may find different ways to correct the sentences): 

 

a. You must do your homework. 

b. You must be careful when cutting food. 

c. You mustn’t shout in the museum. 

d. He must wear a school uniform. 

e. We mustn’t pick the flowers at the park. 

f. You mustn’t run at the swimming pool. 

g. We must look both ways when crossing the road. 

h. She mustn’t take toys to school. 

 
 

 

 

4. Write and draw!  

Children draw a picture of their school and write about the rules like in 
exercise 1. 

 

 


